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About This Game

In "Quiet Sleep" you perform the role of a military man who arrived at point "M" to guard the medical center.
According to the head of security, toxic gas got into the air, which resulted in irreversible consequences.

It is rumored that in the neighboring villages people go to bed and wake up completely differently.
They behave abnormally, they are very aggressive and attack other people, knowing neither fear nor pity.

You can protect the medical center alone or with friends, each one can choose a character to his taste.
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Title: Quiet Sleep
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
White tail
Publisher:
 White tail
Release Date: 3 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 1GB / AMD Radeon HD 6790 1GB

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,Russian
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Great game. There are lots of nice people and some extremely funny moments.. If you like:

* Cutsey Anime animals
* Absurd Chinglish storylines presented via skippable text
* Puzzle platformers with floating jumping
* Puzzle games that hurt your brain due to the puzzles
* Platformers that hurt your brain due to the control scheme
* Only getting 4 stars out of 5 even thought you\u2019re doing it as fast as your poor brain can muster

then Dreamimals is for you!

Negatives:
You have to restart the level multiple times before you can finish it to figure out where everything is, but restarting a level
requires you to press start -> down -> a. It would be more helpful if it was bound to a shoulder button or something.

edit: Apparently this is the second game in the series. The first one might be easier. I have no idea as I've never played it..
Multiple people cant connect, and the game cost 10 bucks but is free now.... This game has still quite a lot of bugs.

- Sometimes you get stuck when trying to join a friend.
- Items can get stuck in your hands.
- In Africa you die when getting the key out of the cage even if the lion is already in the other cage and locked in.

Nevertheless it's still fun and challenging and you also need some general knowledge about somethings in order to complete
some puzzles.

. It's simplistic, but that's why it's fun/pleasant to play. The version I'm on though does have it's fair share of issues though
(mostly A.I. related).. Really good game! You did a pretty good job on it. AI is perfect. Roars: Epic, Models. Amazing and
mapping. Fantastic. Idc if it isnt finished, you did a pretty good job so far!. disappointed!!!. Lags extremely badly on my
computer, I'm not sure what the deal is, but lowering the graphics all the way down does not fix it.

I have a clean install of the latest amd drivers on my RX 580, I'm using a Ryzen 3 1300x with 8gb of DDR4 at 3200mhz, the
game is installed on an Adata 250gb ssd, and I made sure to close all unnecessary background apps. At the moment I cannot
recommend it to anybody that doesn't have a top spec pc, because the lag makes it unplayable, even when I use the oculus tray
tools to force it to render at 0.7x the native resolution. I didn't complete game fully, but I did get all achivments, and oh god
I really like it, the design, the idea, but after few hours you understand,
that's just repeating all over again and again the same thing, but with different colors.
That's just became annoying, but over all, I enjoyed playing it.
6\/10. *thumbs up*
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Super Kids Racer is a simple racing game with a bland style, little challenge and only single race exhibitions. I'm on the cusp of
liking it, but its tough to recommend with all its issues. Its things like 10% of the time, the car starts with a wheel in the ground,
causing it to rumble too uncontrollably to drive. On another occasion my car fell through the track at the start of the race. Its
something that a respawn or a restart fixed. It has cumbersome menus with a lot of time spent off the race track that should get
streamlined since it's a game for kids.

If you're expecting a kart racer with weapons, turn back around. This is only mundane racing across eight tracks of wildly
varying length. Everything from under a minute per lap to an overwhelming seven minutes. Its okay though, the game lets you
pick how many laps you want to race and the default is 1. It's the longer races that the flaws start to show. Driving is fine, but
once you're in the lead, you can get so far ahead that its devoid of challenge. It's here that I should point out, achievements seem
broken.

There are a laundry list of other issues, such as other opponents seem too dumb to stay on the track, some fall so far off the
track, they can't get back on. I've hung up a car on a guard rail and unable to reset the car, so I needed to restart the race.
Sometimes restarting the race kicked me back to the main menu. Each race you complete will always send you back to the title
screen. There seems to be no record for best time. Without any championship or records, its tough to keep track of your
progress, other than your unlocks.

Everything gets unlocked easy enough, with thirty coins. The eight or so tracks unlock with thirty coins and the vehicles unlock
with thirty. You'll find these coins on the race track. Having the coins on the track gives you incentive to stray off the perfect
path. Since there's no record kept and there's little threat of losing, you might as well veer to get them. While I'm talking about
coins, I should bring up the fact that there are gems on the tracks and a gem counter, but I was never able to figure out what they
did. There's also an "upgrades" section on the title screen that does nothing.

There are over sixty vehicles broken into a few categories: sports cars, racer cars, city cars, speed cars and sweet cars for those
who like to drive giant go-karts made of chocolate. The go-karts are giant and tower over the other cars so I have to question if
these are all asset packs dumped into the game. Plus the wheels are so big they get stuck in vehicles or drag on guard rails to pull
you into said rails. None of these vehicles shows stats, so I get forced to assume they're all the same. I couldn't tell the difference
when playing for an hour. Selecting a vehicle is a bit of a chore, because the camera is so far away from the vehicle and then
you need to wait for the vehicle to drive closer to see it. The motorists move so slow the camera has to fly in on them. It's a long
process.

Having such cumbersome menus makes me wish there were championship grand prix in this game. Let me have 3 - 5 races for
10 - 20 minutes without having to dig through a menu that resets after each race.

Each of the eight tracks is a closed circuit and there's a variety of themes. The city and professional courses have are flat with
plenty of 90 degree turns while the dirt and snow themes have winding roads with a good array of gentle curves and hair pin
turns. The snow circuits are far too long for what little challenge they offer. You get the same traction with snow and dirt maps
as you do the city and professional maps. That's fine by me. I have lower standards with dirt cheap games. While I appreciate
the track map showing where all the racers are, the snowy white mountains blend in with the gray map.

To the game's credit, I can tell the developers tried to make a PC friendly port with controller support. When the game plays
without issue, everything is fine, a bit dull, but still enjoyable. Its the terrible user interfaces for selecting vehicles and tracks
that hinder the experience. Purchasing a vehicle while using a controller, will disable the controller. Sure you can still use a
mouse to proceed, but it should be one or the other. There's an inconsistency of user interfaces as well. Sometimes there is a car
select screen with menus on the side, and other times it's a menu on the top. Post match screens can be different from race to
race and sometimes the post match buttons fail to work and I needed to Alt + F4 to close the game.

There are four camera angles that help enhance the experience on those seven minute laps. The typical chase cam, the hood
cam, the top down angle that's useless if you want to see what's ahead and the last is the overhead camera that seems to get
hooked to a helicopter. Its something to make it less mundane, but it should be a given with racing games rather than a
compliment.

With its jazzy stock music and simple charm, I want to like this game. It's easy to overlook the flaws and I see the potential here,
there needs to be more polish. If it's on sale, its worth a risk to see if you like it, but you've had your warning.. I agreed with
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everything in the review by Zsozark. The lack of a map is awful, way too much back tracking.
There are plenty of better HOG games on Steam.. Point Perfect is an interesting idea of a game. It takes after one of those
harder, frustrating-to-play kinds of games and it does that well. Unfortunately, it has no tutorial (not one that I can recall
anyway) and the hints it gives are just insults to the player. The insults are meant to be funny, but I felt that it's very obvious that
the developer(s) tried too hard to make it funny and it just missed the bar completely. The only reason I still play this is because
there are Steam achievements. Only buy this so there can be more trading cards in circulation (don't buy this if you don't plan to
trade them with\/give them to me). :). To me it basically is like a Steam version of Clash of Clans. Stupid how it has to be in
fullscreen.. I first tried it out with mouse and keyboard, and it was a little frustrating because the game is designed for gamepad.
That said, as soon as i pluged in my xbox controller it was a much more enjoyable experience and found myself unable to stop
playing.
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